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This document contains the results of a UC sustainability research project into eco-housing at UC. This summer 
project is to model and evaluate development options for the university owned land and housing along 
Montana Ave and Okeover Community Garden. 

FIGURE 1) HOUSE SITUATED ON 19 MONTANA AVE. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

This document outlines an investigation into a potential eco-housing development at the University of 

Canterbury. It focuses on a potential site alone Montana Ave where the University currently holds seven 

residential houses that are used for short term accommodation for staff arriving from outside Christchurch as 

well as the Okeover Community Garden. 

The investigation uses OpenStudio building envelope energy modelling software to compare development 

options from a building heating requirement standpoint. The models are optimised and evaluated to 

determine the potential effect of design and construction changes on heating bills. The investigation also uses 

research into other similar ecological building developments, site analysis and interviews with key 

stakeholders to help realise the potential impact of undertaking development along Montana Ave. 

This paper found that there is significant potential for redevelopment of the Montana site to yield positive 

benefits. Key opportunities that were found are minor refurbishment of the older current housing stock, good 

potential to integrate the Okeover Community garden as it currently stands and the opportunity for a new 

development to contain many green building initiatives. 
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INTRODUCTION 

OUTLINE AND PURPOSE 

What if the University of Canterbury owned an adjacent eco-village that could house both visiting Erskine 

fellows and postgraduate students? What if this village encouraged the residents to use sustainable transport 

options without them realising it? What if this village had a natural connection to a community garden near 

Okeover stream, making residents feel as if the garden was just part of their back yard that they tended to 

weekly? What if the houses were comfortable and energy cheap to live in? 

This project looks at using investigation and analysis to determine the feasibility and potential benefits of 

creating a high quality eco-housing development along Montana Ave. Building envelope energy modelling 

software is used to quantify these potential benefits.  

Potential benefits that are investigated are; 

 Reduction in grid electricity usage 

 Provision of a comfortable housing environment 

 Linking residents with Okeover Community Garden 

 Encouragement of sustainable transportation use 

 Providing eco-friendly stormwater management 

 Creating a favourable image for visitors and the community 
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CONTEXT AND CURRENT PLANS 

SITE 
The University of Canterbury owns seven houses along Montana Ave which are currently used to temporarily 

accommodate visiting fellows, departmental visitors and new staff members. These houses are part of a larger 

region of residential properties identified as area A2 in the University of Canterbury Masterplan. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The seven houses used for accommodation are generally of poor standard. They are mostly early 1960’s 

bungalow style house, all built prior to minimum insulation standards introduced in 1978. The houses have 

since been retrofitted with ceiling insulation. All the Montana houses are fully furnished three bedroom 

separate units with similar appliances. 

The current transit housing and Okeover Community Garden encompasses an area of 4930 m
2
. If the extra 

land that could be gained from the relocation of Communication Disorders were included, the potential total 

site area increases to 10500 m
2
. It is intended that the new development retains a community food garden 

aspect. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 2) LAND AREAS AS CONSIDERED IN THE REDEVELOPMENT PLAN. IMAGE SUPPLIED BY 

GOOGLE. DOTTED RED LINED SHOWS THE COMMUNICATION DISORDERS BUILDING WHICH MAY BE 

A SUITABLE LOCATION FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT. 

FIGURE 3) OKEOVER COMMUNITY GARDEN, CURRENTLY SITUATED SOUTH OF MONTANA AVE HOUSES 15, 17 AND 19. 
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OCCUPANCY 
The Montana Ave houses are generally occupied throughout most of the year, with the occasional gaps usually 

at the end of a term or for up to one month at the end of a semester. During the summer that the project was 

conducted, the houses started off at around 50% occupancy, but increased to full occupancy by the end of 

January. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The overall average occupancy rate for the summer period was 76%. 

COUNCIL AND UNIVERSITY MASTERPLAN 
The Montana Ave area is identified in the Christchurch City Council city plan as a L2 zone (Appendix C). Key 

development standards on L2 zoned buildings are
[14]

; 

 Buildings must be less than 8m tall. 

 The building area must be less than 40% of the total site. 

 Any building must be setback at least 4.5 m from the road (excluding eaves). 

 Exterior walls over 20m shall be stepped in accordance with table 

  A1 in Appendix A, unless they are >10m from an internal boundary and >6m from the road. 

 The site shall have a minimum area of 330m
2
 average per residential unit 

Any building aspects outside this will need discretionary building resource consent, and if the building is 

greatly outside this (breaches a critical standard), non-complying building activity consent will need to be 

applied for. 

The University Masterplan outlines the zone as containing 2 floors developed over 30% of the site. This 

complies with the current council rules. The campus Masterplan identifies the need for separate “Erksine 

Housing” for visiting fellows as the current fellows are often accommodated off-campus. With enough 

versatility, the development along Montana Ave could potentially be able to house all visiting fellows as well as 

the usual occupants. 

CLIMATE 
The average annual weather conditions over the last three years have yielded 2597 heating degree days at 

18°C (Temperature difference between actual and set point x time, HDD) and 1071 cooling degree days at 10°C 

(CDD). 
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FIGURE 4) PERCENTAGE OF SEVEN TRANSIT HOUSES OCCUPIED OVER THE DURATION OF THE PROJECT 
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CURRENT HOUSING 

QUALITY OF CURRENT HOUSING STOCK 
Five of the seven Montana transit houses investigated were built before 1960 and prior to insulation standards 

being introduced in 1978.  

The Montana houses are unfit for purpose as they present an undesirable image for the university. The houses 

are all very cold and expensive to heat during the winter months (See ‘Utility Use’ section). 

Figure (6) shows examples of air gaps and lack or pelmets above the curtains at 19 Montana Ave. It is apparent 

that even with insulation, it will be difficult to maintain a warm environment inside these houses. 

An inspection into the properties showed that they generally possess large north facing windows and good 

surrounding garden environment. Key areas of concern were the poor house layout, poor construction and 

large drafts through both internal and external openings
[7]

. 

 

FIGURE 6) EXAMPLES OF THE NEED FOR RENOVATION AT 19 MONTANA 

FIGURE 5) IMAGE OF MONTANA AVE IN 1961 WITH THE RECENTLY CONSTRUCTED MONTANA HOUSES (11A TO 23) AND UNIVERSITY 

BUILDINGS. SOURCE: UNIVERSITY OF CANTERBURY MASTERPLAN, SITE ANALYSIS DOCUMENT. 
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LAND NOT YET PURCHASED 
Figure (7) shows that the house situated at 23 Montana Ave is not currently owned by the university. The 

University has traditionally waited until a house has gone to market before purchasing it, and so there is a 

chance that the land will not be owned when development commences on the rest of the site. As the house 

borders the newer houses at 25A and 25B Montana, the land can relatively easily be excluded from the 

development plan without requiring a change in the rest of the development. 

NEWER TRANSIT HOUSES 
The houses at 25A and 25B Montana were built in the 1980s after minimum insulation standards were 

introduced. The houses appear more thermally sound than the older houses, the ceiling is lower and there are 

no gaps around the window frames. . From the house layout plans, it is apparent that the newer houses were 

constructed without any consideration of layout for sun capture (25B has the same layout as 25A rotated 90°). 

CONSTRUCTION AND LAYOUT 

CONSTRUCTION 

The houses investigated in the project have generally acceptable 

construction, and there is no apparent need for recladding. The 

houses that were situated at the current Communication Disorders 

site were heavily affected by borer, but possibly due to changes in 

timber treatment, there are no obvious signs of this pest in the 

transit houses.  

The older houses are all on solid timber pile foundations and 

appear to be in sound condition post-earthquake. The houses at 

25A and 25B have concrete foundations. 

FIGURE 8) PLAN LAYOUT OF HOUSE AT 19 MONTANA AVE. 

FIGURE 7) MAP SHOWING ALL RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES OWNED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF 

CANTERBURY 
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If any of the transit houses were to be affected by borer and recladding was deemed to be the best option, 

insulation could then also easily be installed in the walls. 

 

LAYOUT 

The Eco-design Advisor factsheet on passive solar design
[8]

 states that the most used rooms should be 

positioned on the north side where possible. This includes living and main bedrooms. The bathroom, laundry, 

garage and guest bedrooms can all be positioned on the south side. It is also good to position bedrooms and 

the kitchen on the east side for morning warmth and afternoon coolness. 

By examining the plan view layouts of Montana houses 11A through to 25B, it can be seen that houses 25A 

and 25B have the worst room layout. 19 Montana also has a poor layout with the lounge and dining area 

obscured from the sun on the south side.  
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UTILITY USE 
The university Energy Manager, Tony Sellin provided data on electricity usage for three Montana houses from 

Sep 2009 until Oct 2012.  

Figure (9) demonstrates the much greater winter heating electricity peak in the older houses (11A and 21). The 

greater electricity demand at 21 Montana compared with 25B Montana cost the university approximately 

$1487 in the 12 months before October 2012 (assuming comparable occupation frequency and habits). A 

baseline appliance load is estimated at 315 kWh per month for all the properties, indicated by the purple line. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The annual electricity use for the three houses was between 4675 and 10875 kWh for the twelve months 

shown in Figure (9). As the baseline appliance load is estimated at 3780 kWh/yr., it can be assumed that the 

heating bills for the houses were between $210 for 25B and $1682 for 21 Montana. 

As the heating bills are so high, the inclusion of a heat pump should be considered for the older Montana 

houses. In the case of 21 Montana, a single $2000 heat pump may be able to provide half the house heating 

requirement with a typical Coefficient of Performance (Heat out / Electricity in) of 2.5. If this were the case, 

then $505 could be saved off the annual electricity bill. Using Net Present value analysis with a 6% discount 

rate, this investment would pay itself off within 5 years, while reducing university electricity consumption. 

The payback period may become much shorter if a grant could be obtained for the investment. 
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FIGURE 9) ELECTRICITY USAGE FROM NOV-2011 TO OCT-2012 FOR THREE MONTANA TRANSIT HOUSES. 2012 PROVIDES GOOD RESULTS 

FOR COMPARISON AS THERE HAS BEEN CONSISTENTLY HIGH OCCUPANCY IN ALL TRANSIT HOUSES. 
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FIGURE 10) NET PRESENT VALUE ESTIMATE OF INSTALLATION  OF A HEAT PUMP INTO THE TRANSIT HOUSE AT 21 MONTANA AVE. 
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NZ POWER PRICES 

 
FIGURE 11) TWO ELECTRICITY PRICING TRENDS FOR MONTANA HOUSES. THE DIFFERING VALUES ARE BECAUSE EACH RESIDENCE IS ON 

A DIFFERENT BILLING SYSTEM (INDICATED BY DIFFERENT ICP NUMBERS). 

Figure (11) shows the generally upward trend in power prices over the last three years. The power price on 

residences 21 and 25B has increased by a compound average of 3.45% annually; this is somewhat greater than 

the compound average annual inflation over this period of 2.3%.  

The increasing trend in power prices also affect the economic value of investing in energy saving measures, for 

instance the investment into a heat pump at 21 Montana could be expected to pay itself off in four, not five 

years if electricity prices were expected to continue to rise at 3.45%. 
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DEVELOPMENT OPTIONS 

EXAMPLE NZ ECO-VILLAGE 
EarthSong is a 16000 m

2 
eco-village development situated in west Auckland. The development holds 24 houses 

and approximately 70 residents. 

This example provided a useful case study, as although the building are made for a much different 

environment to Christchurch, extensive literature such as a full bill of materials, design plan and construction 

history is provided on their website
[6]

. 

Key points gained from the development plans were; 

 Many particulars have to be measured and included in the design;  

 Land contours 

 Water Flows, stormwater runoff and management 

 Prevailing wind direction 

 Summer and winter sun angles 

 Significant trees pre and post development. The university plans include many of 

the significant trees. Keep in mind what trees could remain through the new 

development 

 Placement of buildings and paths to fit shape of the land 

 Carpark locations (access for emergencies, heavy lifting, method of dropping off 

shopping etc.) 

 Garden locations 

 Provide both community and private house sides 

 Soil type and quality (Rammed-earth construction was used) 

 The on-going sustainability of the development depends largely on the resident’s habits. An 

environment that enables sustainable living also needs residents who are willing and educated in 

sustainable practices. 

 Placing the car park to the side of the village helped increase the housing density while doing a great 

deal to encourage sustainable living and community involvement.  

 

FIGURE 12) EARTHSONG ECO-VILLIAGE IN RANUI. THE VILLAGE FEATURES INTEGRATED AS WELL AS SEPARATE COMMUNAL GARDEN AREAS. 
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EXAMPLE ECO-HOUSING UNIT - THE RESIDENCE, TEKAPO 

 

 

FIGURE 13) THE RESIDENCE, TEKAPO. 

This holiday apartment complex in Tekapo is an example two-story apartment complex that includes thermal 

design while maintaining an unobtrusive profile. An apartment type development along Montana Ave could 

have a similar profile to blend in more with the residential surroundings. 

 

PROJECT SCOPE 

The project scope was refined upon consultation with Peter Molony, the University’s estates and assets 

manager. A key point found from this interview was that the University only holds permits to build residential 

property on the land. The Communication Disorders teaching facility is on a temporary permit. 

The summer research project aims to fulfil the following outcomes; 

 To determine how the housing and structures along Montana Ave and Okeover garden may be able to 

be retained for use in a sustainable accommodation village. 

 To determine several development options for the site. These options include refurbishment of the 

current structures and a variety of eco-friendly housing options with passive house design aspects 

considered. The options are to be modelled and quantitatively evaluated in terms of effective 

management of total energy and other resource flows in comparison with the current structures. An 

estimate of the potential financial savings from the investment will be made. 

 The options will be further qualitatively evaluated in terms of community impact, fitness for purpose 

and other risk factors. 
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METHOD 

ANALYSIS TOOLS  

OPENSTUDIO 
Building energy modelling software takes any parameters associated with the energy usage of the building 

(geometry, construction materials, appliance and lighting usage, air infiltration, heating schedule) and uses 

them to calculate the fuel loads required by the building. This project focuses on the heat load of the building 

to determine the effectiveness of thermal design and insulation in Christchurch conditions. The heat load is 

the amount of energy required to maintain the building within set temperature limits over a given period of 

time. This means that a building that can easily lose heat to the environment will require a large heat load to 

maintain it at a comfortable temperature. 

As a large part of the project entailed building energy modelling, several software packages were considered. 

 NREL OpenStudio – Open-source free software. Still in Beta. Easy to learn interface. 

 ArchiCAD – Free versions are available for academic institutions. The software is more geared towards 

architecture students and has relatively high system requirements. The extent of energy modelling 

tolls is limited. 

 DesignBuilder – Extensive building energy modelling package. A 30-day trial is available. 

A major consideration in evaluating these packages is their applicability to Prof. Susan Krumdieck’s energy 

courses in future. Because of this, OpenStudio was first chosen as an appropriate modelling package for the 

investigation. 

The OpenStudio software is designed to translate models drawn in Google SketchUp into files that can be run 

by the NREL EnergyPlus software. 

For the creation of the building envelope energy models, OpenStudio 0.10.1 and EnergyPlus 7.2 were used. 

These programs were installed at university on a virtual machine running windows XP Professional 32-bit. 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 14) A MODEL OF 19 MONTANA AVE RUNNING IN THE OPENSTUDIO GOOGLE SKETCHUP PLUGIN AND ARCHICAD 16 (RIGHT). 
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ENERGYPLUS 
EnergyPlus takes the information inputted into OpenStudio and runs a building energy simulation with the 

data. EnergyPlus uses a combination of many program modules to calculate the energy required for heating 

and cooling. Solutions are obtained from three module groups
 [12]

; 

 Surface heat balance 

 Air heat balance 

 Building systems (HVAC Equipment and air loops) 

 

 

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 
The financial evaluation of refurbishment options was performed using Net Present Value. This metric  

     
 

(   ) 
 

Where; 

NPV is the net present value of an investment. 

R is the annual return for a given year. 

i is the percentage discount rate. This is the potential earnings of the money if it were instead placed in 

financial markets with similar risk. A discount rate of 6% was used for the analysis. 

t is the time since the initial investment (in years). 

 

For calculations involving the purchase of electricity, it is assumed that the electricity price increases at 3.45% 

per year, in accordance with the results found in the ‘Utility Use’ section of this report. 
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CREATION OF MODELS 

19 MONTANA 
19 Montana was used as a representative model for all the older style transit houses. 19 Montana Ave is a 

middle size transit house which remained unoccupied until January, so it was easy to access the property for 

inspection. 

 

TABLE 1) KEY GEOMETRIC ASPECTS OF 19 MONTANA AVE PROPERTY 

 Area (m
2
) 

Site 590.9 
Floor 104.8 
Wall 109.1 
Roof 127.3 
Window  (Incl. frames) 20.0 
% Fenestration 15.7 % 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 15) BASIC PLANS ARE IMPORTED, SCALED AND GEO-LOCATED 

USING GOOGLE MAPS. WEATHER INFORMATION IS LINKED. 

FIGURE 16) OPENSTUDIO SPACES ARE CREATED FROM THE PLANS. 

MATERIALS ARE SELECTED. 

FIGURE 18) THERMAL SPACES ARE DETERMINED AND APPLIANCE 

LOADS AND SCHEDULES ARE ADDED. 

FIGURE 17) BUILDING SHADING AND FENESTRATION IS INSERTED 
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OTHER MODEL PARAMETERS 
 

Weather Files: 

The models are run using the design day data and weather files by NIWA (Taihoro Nukurangi). The climate data 

consist of hourly records for an artificial year created from twelve representative months. The ‘Christchurch’ 

weather data is used to approximate the greater Canterbury region, focusing on Christchurch, and so is only an 

approximation of the weather conditions along Montana Ave. 

Construction details: 

The model is using a construction approximated by the CBECS pre-1980 standards for climate zone 1-3a as this 

specification had very similar R-values to what may be expected from the Montana houses with retrofitted 

rooftop insulation. The models were also run using CBECS pre-1980 climate zone 5a standards (A comparable 

zone to Christchurch, See appendix E) as an approximation to the savings attainable from repacking insulation 

and fixing basic air gaps. The model was also run using higher quality ASHRAE 2004 and 2009 standards for 

climate zones 4-5. The details of these constructions are outlined in Table (2). 

Appliance loads: 

The appliance loads were entered by assuming an average load per unit area of the building. This appliance 

load was the same for all models. The appliance load was placed on a default apartment schedule with most of 

the power peaking in the kitchen in the evening from the oven. The hot water heating load is also included in 

this number. 

Schedules:  

The heat pumps have a schedule designed to maintain the temperature between 16 -24 °C at all times with 

stricter limits when the house occupants are home. Both the 19 Montana and the Apartment Model use the 

same heating schedule. These are detailed in Figure 21. 

 

 

FIGURE 19) SPACE SHADING IS ADDED AND THE SIMULATION IS RUN. THE COLOURS ON THE IMAGE ABOVE CORRESPOND TO SURFACE 

TEMPERATURES CALCULATED FOR 3:30 PM ON THE 13TH JANUARY IN THE ARTIFICIAL YEAR. 
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Other Loads: The People and Lighting loads were also estimated on a per area basis and set to the same value 

in all models. 

The Main Bedroom, Lounge, Kitchen, Dining room, Bathroom and Study were all fitted with a HVAC system in 

the 19 Montana Ave model. This was to determine a baseline heating and cooling load for comparison with the 

refurbished and apartment models. The heated floor area is 80.4m
2
. The heated area is comparable in size and 

facilities to the single room apartment model. 

 

The heating schedule is as follows; 

Thermostat  11pm - 9am 9am - 5pm 5pm - 11pm 

Min 16 14 18 

Max 23 27 23 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This schedule is maintained such that the most comfortable temperatures are achieved in the evening. The 

temperatures are applied throughout the entire building. 

 

APARTMENT BLOCK 

FIGURE 20) OPENSTUDIO MODELS OF 19 MONTANA 
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FIGURE 21) MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM ROOM TEMPERATURE FOR ALL CONTROLLED BUILDINGS AS SET IN MODELS. 
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In order to investigate the potential energy impact of redeveloping the land, an extreme case model was 

investigated. This model attempts to investigate the energy requirements of the best case scenario in terms of 

buildings designed for low energy consumption without introducing any major costs into the apartment 

project. 

A single 80m
2
 apartment building was modelled using the same conditions as the house currently at 19 

Montana. The ASHRAE.2009 climate zone 4-5 construction set was applied to the building (See appendix D).  

The building was intended as a simple single room apartment. The 80m
2
 in the model is quite spacious, i.e. the 

bedroom was sized at 17.5m
2
, for comparison, rooms at University Hall are ≈ 15m

2
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Simple north and south facing windows are included in the model and sized based on total fenestration 

percentage. Overhangs are added at the top of the window to determine the effects of summer shading. 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 22) TWO 80M2 APARTMENT UNITS MODELLED FOR COMPARISON 

Lounge 

Kitchen 

Bedroom 

Study 

Dining 
Bathroom 

FIGURE 23) FLOOR PLAN LAYOUT OF EACH APARTMENT UNIT 
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LIMITATIONS OF THE MODELS AND ASSUMPTIONS 

ASSUMPTIONS 

 The building is an enclosed space, and the windows are left closed all day every day and so air 

changes are at a set point at all times. This assumption greatly affects the cooling loads required, and 

as such the cooling loads found from the model can only be used as a comparative guide rather than 

an absolute value. As windows are generally left closed when heating, the predictions for heat load 

can be considered to be far more accurate. 

 The people occupancy is based on building area, so there is on average 1.5 occupants inside each 

apartment and two occupants inside a transit house. 

 The appliance and lighting loads and heat generation are (about 13 CCF bulbs) and an average of 700 

W of appliances running throughout the day. This was based on the utility bills and consideration of 

the appliances inside the current transit houses.  

 As air infiltration is difficult to measure, CBECS construction standards are used to estimate the air 

infiltration values. It is likely that there is more air infiltration than what is modelled. 

 The energy use in the model assumes that heat pumps are used and not electric heaters, and so the 

heating energy values can be assumed to be about 2.5 times less than they actually are as there 

currently are no heat pumps in the Montana houses. 

LIMITATIONS 

The main limitation of the model is due to the differing R-values. These values represent the amount of 

thermal resistance in a building surface. The greater the number, the better the surface is at retailing heat. 

Because hot air rises, a high roof value is more important to heat load reduction than a high floor insulation 

value. 

TABLE 2) R VALUE STANDARDS FOR CLIMATE ZONE 3 NZ HOUSES COMPARED WITH VALUES USED IN THE MODEL. THE <1978 VALUES 

ARE ESTIMATES PROVIDED BY PROF. SUSAN KRUMDIECK. ALL OTHER VALUES ARE PROVIDED BY BRANZ AND NREL. 

  Basic R-
values 

   Estimates from energy 
assignment 

  

 Old standards New Standards 

  Actual NZ 
house < 

1978* 

1978 
NZ 

Building 
Code 

CBECS < 
1980 

ClimateZone 
1-3 

CBECS < 1980 
ClimateZone 5a 

NZ Building Code 
2007 rev. 

ASHRAE 2009 
ClimateZone 4-5 

Walls 0.5 1.5 0.766 1.1 2.0 3.2 

Roof 0.5 1.9 1.76 2.5 3.3 4.6 

Floor 0.5 0.9 0.537 0.54 1.3 0.54 

Window 0.15 NA 0.17 0.28 0.26 0.39 

Doors 0.5 NA 0.85 0.85 1.2 1.2 

ACH 0.75 NA 0.92 0.92 0.25 0.25 

 

As there are many assumptions involved in the OpenStudio models, the results are best used to compare 

building designs with one another, rather than to determine the absolute cost value of redevelopment. For 

this reason, the OpenStudio building analysis focused mostly on optimisation of the apartment model and 

basic refurbishment directions. 
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RESULTS 

19 MONTANA (BASE CASE) 

In order to simulate the house in its current state, the model was run using CBECS < 1980 ClimateZone 1-3 

construction as in Table (2). From the model of 19 Montana, the following simulation results were found for 

the artificial weather year; 

 
FIGURE 24) ELECTRICITY USE BREAKDOWN OF MONTANA AVE MODEL WITH CURRENT ESTIMATES (CBECS PRE-1980 CLIMATE ZONE 1-

3A) CONSTRUCTION. 

 The baseline appliance load closely matches the base electricity load seen from the utility data at 21 

Montana of 3768 kWh. 

 The total annual electricity use for 19 Montana in the model is 6364.3 kWh. This is just shy of the 

actual electricity use for 11a Montana, yet still significantly smaller than the electricity used by 21 

Montana from Nov 2011 – Oct 2012. A large part of this difference will be due to the actual houses 

using electric heaters instead of heat pumps, the uneven occupancy of the actual houses and the fact 

that the rooms will not be heated all day or on the same schedule as in the model as outlined in 

limitations and assumptions. 

 The winter heating requirement is very large, becoming a far greater electricity user than lighting or 

household appliances. 
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19 MONTANA WITH BASIC INSULATION REVAMP 

This model was created by upgrading the R-values from CBECS climate zone 1-3a standards to CBECS 

ClimateZone 5a Standards. This mostly entails a slight increase in the wall and roof R-values. 

 The extra insulation reduces the building heating requirement by 17% from the base case. 

 The cooling load was reduced by 38%. 

19 MONTANA WITH PLUGGED AIR GAPS 

This model was created by reducing the air changes per hour (ACH) from 0.92 to 0.25 in the basic 19 Montana 

model. The air changes per hour is the fraction of how much of the air in the building is replaced with outdoor 

air every hour, while all the windows and doors are closed. It is a measure of air infiltration and can be reduced 

by plugging up gaps and poor seals in the building envelope. 

 With plugged air gaps, the building heating requirement was reduced by 36%, over twice as much as 

the benefit from added insulation. 

 The cooling requirement increased for every month of the year by an average of 29%. This is related 

to the assumption that the windows are not opened, as the lower air flow would mean that the 

FIGURE 26) MONTANA AVE WITH AIR GAPS PLUGGED UP TO REDUCE AIR INFILTRATION FORM 0.92 TO 0.25 ACH 

FIGURE 25) MONTANA AVE MODEL WITH BASIC INSULTION REVAMP ADDED TO BRING UP TO CBECS CLIMATE ZONE 5A STANDARDS. 
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building is able to heat up more in summer. In reality windows could easily be opened to increase air 

flow and reduce the cooling requirement. 

19 MONTANA WITH MINIMUM INSULATION AND PLUGGED AIR GAPS 

This model was made by combining both lower air infiltration and better insulation. 

 

 By combining the added insulation and plugging the air gaps, the heating requirement is reduced by 

58%. This is greater than the combined savings from each measure individually. This demonstrates 

the compounding effect of removing the ‘weakest link’ in the building envelope. 

 With increased insulation standards, the electricity use closely matches the newer 25B Montana 

house. This makes sense, as the insulation requirements for the 1978 NZ building code most closely 

match the CBECS <1980 standards for the equivalent climate zones (Appendix E). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 27) ELECTRICITY USE BREAKDOWN OF MONTANA AVE MODEL WITH LOW QUALITY (CBECS PRE-1980 5A) CONSTRUCTION AND . 
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FULL REFURBISHMENT OF 19 MONTANA 

 The heating requirement is reduced by a massive 95% in this case compared with the original model 

and 88% compared to the model with some retrofitted roof insulation and plugged air gaps. This 

clearly illustrates the importance of investing in a total insulation package, as the total thermal 

resistance of the building is heavily dependent on the ‘weakest link’ in terms of heat loss. 

 The cooling requirement is reduced by 36%. 

 At this high insulation standard, interior equipment and lighting account for a much greater electricity 

load compared to heating and cooling. 

TABLE 3) REFURBISHMENT OPTIONS SUMMARY TABLE 

 No Change Plugging gaps Basic insulation Basic Insulation + Gaps Full Refurbishment 

Heating 2252 1432 1868 953.3 113.3 
Cooling 298.5 386.5 186.3 191.9 122 
TOTAL 2550.5 1818.5 2054.3 1145.2 235.3 

 

Table (3) again illustrates the result’s key points. If the Montana houses were built today to a quality standard, 

the energy requirement to maintain them at a comfortable temperature would be reduced tenfold. 

 

 

 

FIGURE 28) ELECTRICITY USE BREAKDOWN OF 19 MONTANA AVE MODEL WITH QUALITY ASHRAE 2009 CLIMATE ZONE 3-4 

CONSTRUCTION. THIS MODEL WAS MADE TO APPROXIMATE THE EFFECT OF REFURBISHMENT IN COMPARISON WITH CREATING A NEW 

BUILDING 
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APARTMENT MODEL - TWO APARTMENT UNIT (BEFORE OPTIMISATION) 

 In both the apartment and the refurbished 19-Montana models, it can be seen that the heating and 

cooling requirement is almost non-existent when compared with electricity usage for lighting and 

electrical appliances. This highlights the need for considering energy efficient lighting and good design 

for illumination when creating a low energy building. 

 The basic apartment design uses 32% less electricity for climate control than the refurbished 19 

Montana Ave house model.  

 The heating requirements for these apartments are further optimized in the next section. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

FIGURE 29) ELECTRICITY USE BREAKDOWN OF TWO-UNIT APARTMENT MODEL WITH QUALITY ASHRAE 2009 CLIMATE ZONE 4-5 

CONSTRUCTION. 
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OPTIMISATION RESULTS – TWO APARTMENT UNITS 

EFFECT OF CHANGING FRONT AND REAR FENESTRATION 
TABLE 4) EFFECT ON HEATING AND COOLING LOAD FROM CHANGES IN FENESTRATION PERCENTAGE 

Optimization Changes Low Medium High 

Front fenestration percentage 30% 40% 50% 

Heating 130.3 128.8 129.5 

Cooling 188.5 239.4 293.6 

TOTAL 318.8 368.2 423.1 

Rear Fenestration Percentage 10% 20% 30% 

Heating 130.3 147 150.3 

Cooling 188.5 199.5 228.3 

TOTAL 318.8 346.5 378.6 

 

The results from Table (4) show that in terms of heating load, there is a local minimum between 30% and 50% 

fenestration as expected
[1]

. The ideal fenestration percentage is expected to climb a little as thermal mass is 

added on the north aspect. A large amount of front fenestration will also contribute greatly to the natural light 

levels inside the apartment, especially during winter. 

As no direct sunlight passes through the rear facing windows, increasing fenestration here only works to 

increase the heating load. Rear fenestration is necessary however for good lighting inside the building. This 

result demonstrates the importance of minimising rear fenestration percentage. 

The cooling load increases with both front and rear fenestration. This is because the values were calculated 

with overhangs set to only 20% of the window height. The addition of correctly sized eaves
[2]

 and deciduous 

trees in front of the building will greatly reduce this cooling load. 

EFFECT OF CHANGING WINDOW OVERHANGS (EAVES) 
TABLE 5) EFFECT OF INCREASING OVERHANG SIZE 

Overhang By Projection Factor 0.2 0.4 0.6 

Heating 130.3 138.2 145.3 

Cooling 188.5 136.4 115.7 

TOTAL 318.8 274.6 261 

 

Table (5) shows that by increasing the length of the window overhangs, the 

summer cooling load is greatly decreased. There is however a small increase in 

winter heating load, but this can be averted by having a gap between the top of 

the window and the bottom of the shade (Figure 30).  

Algorithms are readily available to calculate the ideal eave length and position 

based on the window height and latitude
[2]

. These algorithms estimate that 

overhangs with a projection factor of 0.5 would be ideal for the windows used in 

the model. This is consistent with the simulation results. 

 

 
FIGURE 30) EAVE DESIGN FACTORS 

(PROVIDED BY ECOWHO) 
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EFFECT OF INCREASING THE NUMBER OF JOINED UNITS PER ROW 
In order to compare the effect that the number of conjoined units has on energy consumption, the apartments 

were modelled with neither, one side and both sides adiabatic (zero heat transfer). This simulates the ideal 

case that all the apartments are centrally heated to the same temperature. 

TABLE 6A) BELOW SHOWS THE CHANGE IN HEATING AND COOLING LOADS FOR THE UNIT FROM ADDING ADIABATIC BOUNDARIES 

Adiabatic Boundary None Lounge Side Both Sides 

Heating 130.3 89.3 41.3 

Cooling 188.5 108.7 107.8 

TOTAL 318.8 198 149.1 

 

The results as found in Table (6A) could then be used to estimate the ideal heating and cooling load reduction 

on each unit if they were joined together in rows instead of each being a separate housing unit (Table 6B). 

TABLE 6B) CHANGE IN HEATING AND COOLING LOAD WITH APARTMENT BLOCK LENGTH. 

Heating and Cooling loads (kWh/year):    

Row Length Heating  Cooling Total Per Unit Percentage 

1 130.3 188.5 318.8 100.0% 

2 178.6 217.4 396 62.1% 

3 219.9 325.2 545.1 57.0% 

4 261.2 433 694.2 54.4% 

5 302.5 540.8 843.3 52.9% 

6 343.8 648.6 992.4 51.9% 

7 385.1 756.4 1141.5 51.2% 

8 426.4 864.2 1290.6 50.6% 

9 467.7 972 1439.7 50.2% 

10 509 1079.8 1588.8 49.8% 

 

Although longer rows have lower average energy consumption and higher density housing, the uninterrupted 

housing units tend to have a strong visual presence and become harder to access. Table (6B) shows that the 

benefits on energy consumption of increasing the row length beyond 5 units is negligible, and that most of the 

energy savings can be achieved by having apartment blocks two or three units long. 

ORIENTATION 
TABLE 7) THE INCREASE IN HEATING AND COOLING LOADS FROM ORIENTATING THE APARTMENTS AWAY FROM NORTH. 

Orientation Due North 20° West 20° East 4.8° East 

Heating 130.3 142.2 142.6 130.9 

Cooling 188.5 229.8 200.8 185.6 

TOTAL 318.8 372 343.4 316.5 

 

Table (7) shows the increased heating and cooling load from just a 20° shift in orientation from north, with a 

17% increase in electricity required for a slightly westward orientation. The table also shows the negligible 

impact from aligning the apartments 4.8° east to run along the road. 
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EXTRA FRONTAL SPACES 
A simulation was run to determine the impact of including extra spaces on the north side of the model to 

capture sunlight. 

A simple atrium corridor and trombe wall setup was tested. These are extra spaces designed to capture 

sunlight that can be controlled to allow heat in or out. The results are in table (8) below. 

TABLE 8) HEATING AND COOLING LOADS FOR MODELS WITH EXTRA FRONTAL SPACES AND THERMAL MASS 

 

Table (8) shows that both designs were unsuccessful at capturing sunlight to reduce the heating load, but the 

trombe wall did succeed in reducing the cooling requirement. This is likely to be due to the shading design and 

not an added benefit of the trombe wall. This example shows that the sunspace has to be well designed on 

sound principles in order to be effective for sun capture, and that it may have a negative impact if incorrectly 

designed. The model also is limited in that airflow is modelled as constant between the corridor and 

apartment, whereas it should be controlled depending on the temperature in order to be effective. 

The inclusion of extra thermal mass is also shown to provide a limited reduction in both the heating and 

cooling requirement. The small magnitude of this benefit is likely to be because there is thermal mass already 

in the ASHRAE 2009 standard wall construction materials.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Extra Frontal Spaces None Trombe* Sunspace* Thermal Mass 

Heating 130.3 130.3 154.5 126.6 

Cooling 188.5 161 238.3 184.5 

TOTAL 318.8 291.3 392.8 309.8 

FIGURE 31) FRONT SUNSPACE AND TROMBE WALL DESIGN. 
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SHADING FROM EVERGREEN / DECIDUOUS TREES 
A shading surface 6m high was positioned 4m in front of the building to approximate the shading of a large 

evergreen tree (Figure 32). The effect of a deciduous tree was approximated by using the heating energy from 

the evergreen tree, except in the late autumn and winter months (May to August) when the tree would be 

bare. 

TABLE 9) EFFECT ON HEATING AND COOLING LOADS FROM PLACING TREES IN FRONT OF THE NORTH SIDE OF THE BUILDING. 

 No trees: Evergreen Tree Deciduous Tree 

Heating 130.3 202.2 131.3 

Cooling 188.5 162.6 163.3 

 318.8 364.8 294.6 

 

MOST EFFECTIVE COMBINATION OF ADJUSTMENTS 

From the above analysis, the lowest heating requirement was found at 40% front fenestration with the 

inclusion of extra thermal mass. 

The lowest cooling requirement was found with overhangs that projected 60% of the window height, the 

inclusion of extra shade on the north side from evergreen trees and interestingly, the inclusion of extra 

thermal mass.  

The best combination (Without stacking units side by side) is from using a front fenestration percentage of 

30% with 0.4 overhangs, thermal mass and a deciduous tree out the front. This gives the apartment units a 

heat load of only 125.25 kWh/yr. each. 

TABLE 10) HEATING AND COOLING LOAD FOR BUILDINGS WITH A COMBINATION OF OPTIMISATION ADJUSTMENTS (EXCLUDING 

PLACING UNITS IN A ROW). 

 Ideal Case (Heating): Ideal Case (Cooling): Best combination (Both) 

Heating 123.9 210.8 136.9 

Cooling 234.4 96.1 113.6 

 358.3 306.9 250.5 

FIGURE 32) 6M X 7.5M SHADING SURFACE PLACED IN FRONT OF BUILDING. THE GREEN FLOOR THAT CAN BE SEEN THROUGH 

THE FRONT WINDOWS REPRESENTS THERMAL MASS. 
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Optimisation of the building design yielded a 21.4% reduction in heating load compared to the base case. 

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 

While the costs of investment into refurbishment or development can only be loosely estimated, the electricity 

savings can be relatively easily quantified from the model. 

TABLE 11) REFURBISHMENT OPTIONS AND APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT SUMMARY TABLE 

 No 
Change 

Plugging 
gaps 

Basic 
insulation 

Basic Insulation + 
Gaps 

Full 
Refurbishment 

Upgrade to 
Apartment (each) 

Heating 
(kWh/yr) 

2252 1432 1868 953.3 113.3 68.5 

Cooling 
(kWh/yr) 

298.5 386.5 186.3 191.9 122 56.8 

TOTAL 2550.5 1818.5 2054.3 1145.2 235.3 125.25 

 

The return on investment based on Net Present Return for each option was calculated for a 20 year period. 

This shows the return in today’s dollars over time, which can be compared to the cost of each investment. This 

metric is shown instead of Net Present value as the cost of the investments is undetermined. 

TABLE 12) INVESTMENT ELECTRICITY SAVINGS RETURN SUMMARY TABLE 

Time since 
Investment 

Plugging Air 
Gaps 

Basic 
Insulation 

Basic Insulation + 
Gaps 

Full 
Refurbishment 

Upgrade to 
Apartment 

0 Years $199.8557 $132.1257 $360.8913 $586.1631 $612.0848 

5 Years $1129.289 $746.5787 $2039.223 $3312.125 $3458.597 

10 Years $1952.177 $1290.595 $3525.162 $5725.601 $5978.803 

20 Years $3325.777 $2198.689 $6005.551 $9754.273 $10185.63 

 

Table (12) shows that after five years, plugging air gaps would have returned $1129 in electricity savings. As 

basic work reducing air infiltration gaps is relatively cheap, it is probably financially beneficial to invest in 

plugging obvious air gaps if the houses are going to remain in use for another five years afterwards, although 

the benefits won’t be as great as in Table (12) because full refurbishment includes sealing the building 

envelope with building paper. The basic insulation improvements are more marginal, as they will probably not 

yield a positive return until between 10 – 20 years. The benefit of combining improvements can be seen from 

the combination of basic insulation and plugging gaps having a larger return than each of them added 

separately. 

It can also be seen that a complete refurbishment may be able to yield comparable energy savings when 

compared to a newly developed apartment block. The comparative appeal of a new development illustrates 

the much greater qualitative benefits of creating a fit for purpose living space. 
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SITE ANALYSIS 

The site area was analysed upon Prof. Krumdieck’s suggestion. The current site dedicates a large amount of 

land to driveways and garages at nearly 20% of the total area. The amount of driveway space is very large 

compared with the area used for the food garden or housing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A potential layout option for the developed site is below. The layout is intended to allow for the 

implementation of the new buildings with minimal need to remove major trees. (Larger view in appendix F). A 

maximum of only two apartment units are placed side by side in order to fall within council limits
 [14]

. 

50% 

20% 

12% 

15% 

4% 

Current Site 

Lawn and Non-productive
Garden

Tansport

Food Garden

Residential Housing

Recreation and
Communial

FIGURE 33) AREA USAGE BREAKDOWN OF THE CURRENT SITE. IT IS CLEAR THAT OVER TWO THIRDS OF THE 

AREA IS DEDICATED TO LAWN AND NON-PRODUCTIVE GARDEN AND TRANSPORT. 

FIGURE 34) POTENTIAL REDEVELOPED SITE PLAN WITH 32 APARTMENT UNITS. THE PURPLE CIRCLES REPRESENT THE LOCATION OF 

ROOF WATER TANKS. 

Land 

not 

current

ly 

owned 

by UC 
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The plan places the apartment buildings so as to capture sunlight from their north face while positioning the 

buildings as close as possible to the road. This shifts the buildings away from shading the Okeover Community 

food garden. 

One downside of this building placement is that it will form a more imposing and less private frontage from the 

road. As the optimisation analysis shows however, deciduous trees could be placed in front of the buildings to 

help alleviate the visual impact while reducing the load on HVAC systems. Careful building design and non-

imposing aesthetics such as in the “The Residence”, Tekapo example may also help reduce any negative 

reactions to the development. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The 31% site use for buildings at two stories high in the proposed layout agrees with the UC Masterplan and 

council regulations on space usage. Most of this extra residential space is reclaimed from transportation and 

lawn spaces.  

TABLE 13) SUMMARY OF HOUSING UNIT METRICS 

 Before Development After Development 

Residences 8 32 
Total Housing floor area 718 m

2
 1512 – 2000 m

2
 

Total Rooms 24 32 - 48 
Housing density 16 Dwelling / Hectare 65 Dwelling / Hectare 
Population Density 205 m

2
/pp 154 – 103 m

2
/pp 

 

Table (13) shows how the appropriation of space changes with the switch from low to medium density 

housing. The table accounts for the extra rooms that could be obtained by including two or three bedroom 

apartments in the development. The exact ratio of bedroom units that should be built will require further 

research.   

 

 

38% 

7% 
12% 

31% 
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After Development 

Lawn and Non-productive
Garden
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Residential Housing
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Communal

FIGURE 35) AREA USAGE BREAKDOWN OF THE REDEVELOPED PLAN. IT IS APPARENT THAT THERE IS MUCH 

MORE HOUSING SPACE AND LESS SPACE DEDICATED TO TRANSPORT. 
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DISCUSSION 

DEVELOPMENT ON THE CURRENT OKEOVER GARDEN 

It is preferable that the garden remains in its current location for a variety of reasons. There are several 

currently existing structures associated with the Okeover Community Garden (Figure 36). The garden’s current 

location is ideal for connection with the Okeover Stream and for receiving good daylight. The alternative 

options of placing the garden in front or amongst the houses may increase the garden’s visibility and provide a 

greener frontage to the housing development, but will require more landscaping and the removal of several 

significant trees. Placing the houses further away from the currently built areas will result in greater 

degradation to the site as more access ways and landscape changes will be necessary. 

Potential integration features for Okeover Community Garden; 

 Having a shared BBQ space between the garden and apartments. Often the gardeners at Okeover 

stop for a tea break, and occasionally have a shared lunch in the garden. This usually occurs on a 

Friday afternoon. Having a shared BBQ area may encourage the apartment residents to partake in 

gardening activities. 

 The use of living barriers between the garden and the apartments may reduce the sense of separation 

between the garden and residents.  

 Jane Aistrope, the community gardens manager suggested building a pergola, potentially near the 

pizza oven. This will create a practical feature that the residents could regularly use in the garden 

while still maintaining an aspect of privacy and separation from public University grounds. 

 Removal of garden/residence boundary delineations. This can be done by replacing fences with living 

barriers such as hedges, the removal of gates and creating several access points into the garden from 

the residences. 

FIGURE 36) AS WELL AS SEVERAL SIGNIFICANT TREES, OKEOVER GARDEN ALSO HAS SOME SEMI-PERMANENT STRUCTURES INCLUDING 

A) TEA ROOM, B) GLASSHOUSE, C) GARDEN SHED AND D) PIZZA OVEN 
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TRANSPORTATION 

The residents in the Montana Ave houses currently have few transportation options apart from car travel. 

From the interview with Ollie and Ting Powell (residing at 10 Montana Ave), it was found that the transit house 

residents often hire or purchase their own car for the duration of their stay.  

As this was a limited part of the investigation, discretionary travel patterns can only be estimated at, but as the 

nearest supermarket is Fendalton New world 1.2 km or a 15 minute walk away, it is likely that cars are used for 

supermarket trips as well as weekend or evening destinations. 

The nearest shopping centre is bush Inn. This centre is a 21 minute walk or 6 minute bike ride at 1.8 km away. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A potential solution to the need for the fellows to hire and use cars is to implement a car sharing scheme. This 

may utilise the shared UC vehicles in the adjacent Communication Disorders car park. By allowing the residents 

of Montana Ave to use a booking system for the cars, they will have access to vehicles, especially during 

weekends when the greatest demand can be expected from the residents. 

Increasing bike access to the residents will also help deter unnecessary car travel. By providing information on 

obtaining a bike or simply by including a bike with each house, the residents will be more likely to consider 

biking as an option, especially for trips to the nearest shopping centres, which are within good biking distance.  

If a new community development was undertaken on the site, shared bikes could be implemented amongst all 

the residents. 

 

 

FIGURE 37) PATHWAY TO NEAREST SUPERMARKET AND SHOPPING CENTRE FROM MONTANA AVE. 

Supermarket 

Shopping Centre 
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PARKING 

The site plan proposed in Figure (34) does not include provision for parking. There are 18 car parks on the 

street in front of the site and extra parking may become available when the Communication Disorders 

classrooms are relocated (as outlined in the interview with the University estates and assets manager and 

campus Masterplan). 

The parking spaces currently available on Montana Ave are frequently taken up by UC staff and students. The 

classification of the parking spaces would have to be changed in order for the on street parking to be useful to 

the residents of the development. 

Figure (38) shows the results of an independent survey conducted for the UC Campus Masterplan into non-

residential parking. It shows that there is significant pressure on the on-street parking system in the Montana 

Ave area, and so changing the Montana Ave parking to residents only will have to be heavily enforced and may 

not be the best option. 

Measures such as shared vehicles are expected to help alleviate the need for residents to use a vehicle during 

their stay, but as it cannot be expected that all the visitors will do without their own vehicle, designated 

parking will need to be provided. Reserving spaces in the Communication Disorders car park would provide 

parking conveniently close. Other options such as building onsite parking until Communication Disorders is 

relocated would cost extra money and reduce the sustainability benefits of the development. 

Fortunately, there is significant concrete area on the peripheral land at 11a Montana that could also be used 

for limited car parking without the need for major new construction. 

  

FIGURE 38) INVESTIGATION INTO WHETHER NON-RESIDENTIAL PARKING FROM STAFF AND STUDENTS IS AN ISSUE FOR RESIDENTS. 

SOURCE, UC 2010 TRANSPORT STUDY, UNDERTAKEN BY ABLEY TRANSPORTATION CONSULTANTS. 
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BUILDING INFRASTRUCTURE 

THERMAL MASS 
Thermal mass is any material that can act as thermal storage throughout the year. The mass regulates the 

temperature by providing inertia against sudden changes in temperature. The greatest positive effect can be 

found if the mass is placed inside the building envelope such that it captures direct winter sunlight, as this 

allows the thermal mass to collect solar heat during the day in winter and expend it at night time
 [13]

. Thermal 

mass tends to be made from heavy materials, and so may often require higher building standards when placed 

above ground.  

Much larger thermal masses, such as ground storage are sometimes used to regulate the temperature 

throughout the entire year. Adding mass to use in this way is not common for residential developments. 

From the OpenStudio analysis, adding thermal mass to the apartment building appeared to have a small 

positive effect on the building heating requirement. The benefits could be expected to be greater if the 

thermal mass was optimised further. 

PASSIVE HOUSE 
The Passivhaus standard is a very high standard for low energy buildings created in Germany and Sweden.  

These houses are built to not require a heat pump or AC system and instead rely only on a ventilation system. 

Passive houses usually do this by utilising large thermal mass storage that feeds into an airtight building 

envelope with very good insulation. The buildings themselves are also designed to capture and store the sun’s 

energy. 

Passive Houses generally have R-values of 6.5 or greater on all surfaces except doors and windows 
[10]

. Houses 

that achieve this standard also are designed to eliminate thermal bridges such as window frames Figure (39). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The main benefit of building a Passive House would be the much cheaper cost of a ventilation system 

compared with HVAC equipment, which is often used to offset the cost of extra insulation.  

In terms of sustainability, the benefits are also not guaranteed. The electricity used in the South Island of NZ is 

largely from renewable sources
[11]

, with the majority of fossil fuel use per kW occurring during periods of 

extreme cold. As the electricity reductions from adding extra insulation limits off,  the resource cost of bringing 

a house up to passive house standard may start to outweigh the negative impact of electrical heating. 

 

FIGURE 39) DIAGRAM OF TYPICAL PASSIVE HOUSE WINDOWS. THESE WINDOWS INCLUDE TRIPLE 

GLAZING AND THERMALLY BROKEN WINDOW FRAMES. SOURCE PASSIVHAUS INSTITUT, GERMANY. 
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INCLUSION OF RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES 

ROOFTOP SOLAR 
Rooftop solar would be a highly feasible addition to any new housing development in Christchurch which has 

an average solar resource of 3.67 kWh/m
2
/day.  Ollie and Ting Powell from 10 Montana Ave have a solar panel 

array that can provide all their electricity needs during the summer months.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The potential benefits of the inclusion of solar panels in Montana Ave development are; 

 Reduced reliance on grid electricity purchases. 

 Once they are installed, solar panels produce zero-carbon electricity. Their presence will increase the 

profile and credibility of the development as an example eco village. 

 In order to be positioned to capture north facing sun, they will be most conveniently placed on the 

street side of the buildings, becoming visible to the public. 

 In general, photo-voltaics are a worthwhile investment in New Zealand as they usually produce a net 

discounted profit within half of their 25 year warranted lifetime (with electricity price inflation taken 

into account).
[15]

 

Disadvantages of inclusion of solar panels are; 

 The initial investment cost of the panels, wiring and DC/AC inverter unit. This includes the initial 

energy cost into the product’s manufacture, which takes up to half the panels’ lifetime to pay off. 

 The potential for low daytime electricity consumption due to residents being away from home at this 

time may make it necessary to include battery storage to fully utilise the solar panels. 

 If placed on the street side, their dark colours may negatively impact on the aesthetic look of the 

development. 

WIND 
In general, micro-wind is not a good first option for suburban power generation. There however is a project for 

small wind generation currently running at the University of Canterbury. The Montana location may be 

suitable for testing, as it provides a residential setting and the lack of large nearby buildings reduces the 

likelihood of swirling issues.  

FIGURES 40A AND B) SOLAR RESOURCE AND CLEARNESS INDEX IN CHRISTCHURCH. THE CLEARNESS INDEX REPRESENTS THE RATIO OF 

SOLAR RADIATION AT THE SURFACE OF THE EARTH DIVIDED BY THE EXTRA-TERRESTRIAL RADIATION AT THE TOP OF THE 

ATMOSPHERE. IMAGE PRODUCED IN HOMER.  RADIATION DATA PROVIDED BY NASA SURFACE METEROLOGY AND SOLAR ENERGY. 
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ECOLOGICAL CONSTRUCTION 

In order to create an ecologically sound construction, the overall impact of the building on human, built and 

natural environment health has to be considered. Key goals in producing ecological builds are; 

 Only building new buildings where it is absolutely necessary; this has a large impact on the decision to 

build a new development along Montana Ave. The positive aspects such as reduced electricity use, 

reduced water consumption and reduced sickness have to outweigh the negative impacts of investing 

time, materials, energy and money into a new development. 

 Making the buildings as small as possible while retaining their function; as the Montana development 

is intended for comfort, there are limits to how compact the apartments can be. One measure that 

will help reduce building space is to share a single laundry block amongst several apartment units. 

 Reducing urban sprawl; this is a very positive potential aspect of development along Montana Ave as 

it will be on an infill site. By housing more people in this urban space, it reduces the pressure on 

development on ‘greenfield’ space elsewhere. 

Life cycle assessment should be carried out on any green building development. The net effect of the 

development can be improved by carefully choosing construction methods and materials as well as location. 

These should be considered near the time of building, as new construction techniques are continuously 

emerging and their relative value is frequently changing. 

Appendix H outlines commonly found materials that may have an impact on human health. 

ROOFTOP WATER HARVESTING 

Rooftop water harvesting diverts rooftop water away from storm water systems. This has particularly strong 

potential for positive benefit along Montana Ave, as there are strong concerns about the contamination of 

Okeover Stream from stormwater runoff. Because of this, it would be wise for any new residential 

development to include rainwater harvesting. A basic rainwater system (Figure 41) could be attached to the 

building’s guttering system and used for watering of lawns and non-food producing garden.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As the development site is communal and relatively large, there is good opportunity for more sophisticated 

rainwater harvesting methods. A system commonly used around the world
[16]

 is to use underground tanks to 

store the rainwater and use it for grey water processes such as washing clothes and toilet water. 

Because most of the contaminants come from the initial flow of water that washes off the roofs, rooftop rain 

water can also be treated and made potable. This is not generally practised, as even with basic treatment it 

often is not the same quality as the municipal supply.  

FIGURE 41) A WATER TANK ON A PLINTH, A COMMON BASIC SETUP FOR ROOFTOP RAINWATER HARVESTING. 
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SOLAR HOT WATER HEATING 

Solar water heating is used extensively around the world, especially in warm, sunny climates
[17]

. Solar water 

heating provides much greater efficiencies than solar PV for water heating, but have to be sized appropriately. 

The systems required for solar hot water heating become more complex in cooler areas such as Christchurch 

as a method of freeze protection has to be included. If the development was built with many apartment units 

joined in a row, investing in solar hot water heating becomes more appealing, as the capital cost per unit of 

power saved scales appropriately with the addition of extra nearby hot water users. 

Developments in solar thermal water heating are still being made, such as non-electrical pumping systems that 

use thermal expansion and phase changes to move the fluid. It is recommended that life cycle assessment is 

made on any solar thermal water heating system to determine the total environmental cost of inclusion. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

The investigation has determined the following key recommendations for the current housing and the future 

development. Some of these are based on how long until development occurs. When it comes to 

refurbishment, it is best to act early if it is known that the houses will remain in use for many years. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR BUILDING OF THE DEVELOPMENT 

 Smaller apartment style units will be more fit for purpose then separate houses as they can be more 

easily be made to feel homely and comfortable during a short stay. 

 Placing two apartment units side by side will reduce the per-unit electricity usage by up to 60% while 

increasing the housing density and meeting council regulations for buildings in L2 residential zones. 

 Planting deciduous trees on the north side of the apartment units will reduce the summer cooling 

requirements over summer while providing a barrier between the apartments and Montana Ave. 

 Rooftop solar panels will raise the profile of the development while paying themselves off within half 

their lifetime. Further analysis will have to be made into the daily electricity usage profiles of the 

transit house residents to determine if battery storage is necessary. 

 Rooftop water collection for watering lawns, flower gardens, flushing toilets, showers and washing 

clothes has many ecological benefits and may have a positive impact on the nearby Okeover Stream. 

 A solar water heating system may also be a worthwhile inclusion if the development is built with 

several apartment units in a single block. 

 OpenStudio analysis shows that current building insulation standards coupled with good design can 

achieve very low heating and cooling requirements. There may be further benefit in meeting stricter 

standards such as Passivhaus if the cost of extra thermal sealing is offset by no need for a heat pump 

or air conditioning system. 

 Consideration should be made into the ecological impact of the construction materials and methods. 

Many common building materials also have potential adverse health effects and other alternatives 

are available. Timber construction, wool insulation and natural cotton carpet underlays are some 

examples of renewable alternatives to common construction materials. 

GARDEN 

 It is best to retain Okeover Community Garden in its current position and to position new buildings 

closer to the road side. This will reduce the need for access ways and the removal of trees during 

construction while letting the garden continue to run during development. It will also provide space 

private to the residents on their main transit path to the University and allow winter sun to fall on the 

garden. 

OTHER SITE 

 Site space does not need to be allocated for parking if the nearby Montana and Communication 

Disorders car park can be utilised. As some residents currently purchase a rental car for their stay, a 

car sharing scheme based at the Communication Disorders car park will reduce their burden while 

also reducing necessary parking space. 

 Immediate access to bicycles upon arrival will allow the residents to more easily travel to nearby 

supermarkets and shopping centres. 
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CURRENT ACTIONS - IF DEVELOPMENT IS TO OCCUR IN 5 YEARS 

HOUSING (OLDER HOUSING STOCK) 

 To improve resident comfort, plug up gaps in window and door frames. This will improve comfort 

while generating up to $1129 in annual electricity savings per home. 

 Attempt to source thermally backed curtains, especially for lounge and bedroom windows. 

 Install a heat pump in lounge of the houses with the largest electricity bills (e.g. 21 Montana). 

CURRENT ACTIONS – IF DEVELOPMENT IS TO OCCUR IN 10 YEARS (ON TOP OF 5-YEAR 

RECOMMENDATIONS) 

HOUSING (OLDER HOUSING STOCK) 

 Install heat pumps in living rooms and master bedrooms of all houses. 

 Install pelmets above curtain rails as this will reduce cold air flow form the large single glazed 

windows– see appendix B for more detail. 

 Improving roof and under floor insulation will return $3500 (discounted) after ten years. 

GARDEN 

 Set work underway to replace fences backing onto Okeover Community Garden with living barriers 

such as hedges or trees. 

CURRENT ACTIONS – IF DEVELOPMENT IS TO OCCUR IN 20 YEARS (ON TOP OF 10-YEAR 

RECOMMENDATIONS) 

HOUSING 

 Further investment into full refurbishment work on the older buildings will generate about a $10 000 

return (discounted) in 20 years’ time. This investment will greatly reduce the University’s electricity 

usage and improve the resident’s comfort for this duration. 
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GLOSSARY 

 

Heat Load: The heating energy required to maintain a building space above a set temperature. The heat load is 

equal to the rate of heat loss from a building at a given temperature. 

Montana Ave: Short street which the houses investigated in this project are located on. 

Transit House: The University owned houses along Montana Ave. These are houses numbered 11a, 15, 17, 19, 

21, 25A and 25B. House number 23 is also included in the development plan although it is not owned by the 

University at this Stage. 
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Appendix A: Christchurch City Council Living 2 Zone Rules 

TABLE A1) NUMBER OF STEPS REQUIRED FOR BLUNT WALL FACES, DEVELOPEMNT STANDARD. 

Length of exterior wall  Minimum number of steps 

≤ 20m 0 

>20m ≤24m 1 

>24m ≤28m 2 

>28m ≤32m 3 

>32m  4 + 1 for every additional 10m of length over 
32m 

  

FIGURE 42) COUNCIL CRITICAL STANDARDS FOR SEPARATION FROM NEIGHBOURS 
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Appendix B: Eco House Design Notes 

Upgrade to current houses;  

Windows 

 Closed Pelmets 

 Triple-layer Curtains that hang to floor 

 Pleated blinds are a good option for bathrooms and 

kitchens 

 Double-glazed windows 

 Solid, sealed timber frames can be better than 

thermally broken aluminium 

 Fit seal between window and window frames. 

Building edges 

 Ceiling Insulation. Avoid recessed lighting (downlights). 

 Wall insulation – focus on south facing walls. Schedule with replacement of walls / cladding. Also 

make sure building paper is installed. Building consent necessary. 

 Under floor Insulation – can do it yourself but be careful of foil near wires. 

 Window joins/sealing. Insulate window frames. Thermally break aluminium frame 

 Never leave any avoidable gaps in insulation. 

Thermal Bridges – check for potential wooden or metal thermal 

bridges 

Thermal mass 

 Add a brick or stone feature in direct sunlight. 

Draught Protection 

 Seal up unused cat doors and open fireplaces 

 Draught sausages / excluders under doors. 

 Weather strips around windows. Strips around doors.  

 Cocking (sealing) window and door frames 

Ventilation and dampness protection 

 Range hood above stove 

 Bathroom extractor fans 

 Vent dryer outside 
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Measures to take when designing a new home 

Basic design 

 North facing aspect, deciduous trees nearer 

building, eaves of correct size. 

 Most used rooms on the north side (living areas). 

Least used on south side (bathroom, laundry, 

garage, guest bedroom) 

 Bedroom and kitchens on the east is preferable.  

 This should all happen pretty much perfectly in the 

case of Montana Ave. 

 Simple layout (lower cost) 

 Match fenestration to conditions. Avoid too much 

sky lighting or south facing windows. 

Thermal Mass 

 Flooring thickness between 0.10 – 0.25 m. 

 Dense materials (concrete, stone, terracotta tiles) 

 Brick (cavity, not veneer) and concrete for walls. 

 Place exposed thermal mass on north side, cover with ceramic 

or slate tiles or leave uncovered. 

 Dark colours / high absorptivity coating) 

 Match window sizes to house thermal mass. 

Ventilation 

 Louvered windows, celestory windows or skylights. 

 Windows and doors should open to prevailing summer wind. (East - Northeast. Cold Southwesters 

often bring in the rain. Strong, hot northwesters often make us crazy). South west side of house 

should be prepared for rain. 

Thermal Bridging 

 Most thermal bridging is through the floor. Some at upper roof joins. 

Dampness Protection 

 Design landscape such that water is diverted away from the house. 

 Design gutters such that if blocked, they do not flow into the wall 

cavity. (Houses are likely to be maintained by the university however, 

so this is probably not an issue). 

 Install an underfloor vapour barrier if necessary 

Eco-friendly building materials 

 Avoid toxic chemicals used in building products such as formaldehyde. Check materials for any 

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC’s) 

 Avoid moving into building straight after it has been finished (Two to four weeks is recommended). 

 Have a good seal on the door between the garage and the rest of the house. 

 Look for environmental benchmarks or ratings on building materials. See appendix. 
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Other 

 Consider a heat pump or solar water heater. Evacuated tube solar water heaters can be more 

efficient in cooler climates. Used a closed-loop glycol system in frost-prone areas. A heat pump water 

heater may be better as the habits of the residents will vary greatly. A centralized or uni-connected 

option should also be explored. 

 Consider solar PV. Christchurch gets about 2000 sun hours per year. Grid connected gives a return in 

Christchurch (See notes on Montana residents Ting and Mike Powell). Amorphous is usually a better 

choice 

 Have good EROI but are difficult to manufacture. 
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Appendix C: Christchurch City Council Zoning Map for region 38A 
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Appendix E: US and NZ Climate Zone maps for insulation standards 

 

 

 

TABLE 14) HEATING AND COOLING REQUIREMENTS FOR US CLIMATE ZONES 
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Appendix F: Aerial Site Plan 

 

 

 

  

Okeover Community Garden 

Shared Tea break / 

BBQ Area 

     Parking and Shared 

Vehicles (Access  via 

Engineering Road) 
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Appendix G: Monthly results table for 19 Montana and Apartment Models 

FIGURE 44) MONTHLY ELECTRICITY BREAKDOWN OF TWO-UNIT APARTMENT BUILDING WITH NO MODIFICATIONS. 

FIGURE 45) MONTHLY ELECTRICITY BREAKDOWN FOR 19 MONTANA AVE MODEL REFURBISHED TO ASHRAE 2009 CLIMATE ZONE 4-5 STANDARDS 

FIGURE 43) MONTHLY ELECTRICITY BREAKDOWN FOR 19 MONTANA AVE MODEL WITH AIR GAPS PLUGGED UP. 
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FIGURE 47) MONTHLY ELECTRICITY BREAKDOWN FOR 19 MONTANA AVE MODEL WITH POOR CONSTRUCTION 

FIGURE 46) MONTHLY ELECTRICITY BREAKDOWN FOR 19 MONTANA WITH BASIC INSULATION ADDED 



Appendix H: Construction material guidelines – Eco Design Advisor 
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FIGURE 48) GROWTH OF CHRISTCHURCH CITY OVER TIME, DRAWN BY CHRISTCHURCH CITY COUNCIL. SOURCE: MAP LIBRARY, 

DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY, UNIVERSITY OF CANTERBURY 


